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ABOUT THIS WORKSHOP

This workshop’s overarching question is: What was Epidemiology? We will open a forum for creative 
explorations of a new historiography of epidemiology in the long twentieth century (1890 – 2010). Given  
our Covid present, the workshop’s question will prompt reflections on the value of this history within  
an ongoing pandemic.

With presentations from 27 early career researchers and panel discussions joined by  Susanne Bauer 
(University of Oslo), Adia Benton (Northwestern University), Tamara Giles Vernick (Institut Pasteur), 
Christos Lynteris (St. Andrews University), Andrew J. Mendelsohn (Queen Marry University), Graham 
Mooney (Johns Hopkins University).

 REGISTR ATION

Registration to the workshop is through Eventbrite:  
https://epidemiology-2021.eventbrite.co.uk

Platform

The worskshop will take place online, most likely on Zoom. Details will be sent to registered participants 
ahead of the event.

Privacy

Details gathered as part of the registraiton process will be handled by the event organisers for purposes 
planning and communicating, as well as reporting to our funder. We will not share your details with third 
parties.

Organised by TER at University of Edinburgh 
Lukas Engelmann 
ERC Grant # 947872 

T H E  E P I D E M Y 
Web: http://theepidemy.net  
Twitter: @epidemyerc

https://epidemiology-2021.eventbrite.co.uk
http://theepidemy.net 
mailto:https://www.twitter.com/epidemyerc?subject=
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 MONDAY, 14 JUNE 2021

  E 14:00 - 14:30: Welcome

  E 14:30 - 15:45: Session 1 Configuration_Distribution

  E 15:45 - 16:00: Break

  E 16:00 - 17:00: Panel Discussion - Epidemiology out of bounds? 

 TUESDAY, 15 JUNE 2021

  E 14:00 - 15:30: Session 2 Correlation_Institution

  E 15:30 - 15:45: Break

  E 15:45 - 17:00: Session 3 Correlation_Classification I 

 WEDNESDAY, 16 JUNE 2021

  E 14:00 - 15:30: Session 4 Configuration_Containment

  E 15:30 - 15:45: Break

  E 15:45 - 17:00: Session 5 Correlation_Classification II 

 THURSDAY, 17 JUNE 2021

  E 14:00 - 15:30: Session 6 Epidemiology_Concepts

  E 15:30 - 16:00: Break

  E 16:00 - 17:00: Panel Discussion - What should the history of epidemiology do?
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 MONDAY, 14 JUNE 2021

  E 14:00 - 14:30: Welcome

Lukas Engelmann, University of Edinburgh. 

  E 14:30 - 15:45: Session 1 Configuration_Distribution

Papers in this session follow the historical distribution of epidemiological knowledge across subjects and 
disciplines, challenging the configuration of epidemiology as a science.

Chair: Susanne Bauer

“To tell a nice a story of a nice thing”: field epidemiology as an exercise in storytelling 
Freya Jephcott, CSER, University of Cambridge

Abstract

In late 2010, eight children presented to a mission hospital in the Brong-Ahafo Region (BAR) of Ghana with 
signs of severe neurological illness prompting the use of an experimental diagnostic test. The results of this 
test indicated that B virus, a simian herpes virus previously unseen in sub-Saharan Africa, was responsible 
for the outbreak. The proposed novel aetiology led many Ghanaian and foreign experts to embark on 
epidemiological and laboratory studies of the outbreak. Despite an ever-growing incompatibility with the 
accumulating evidence, research groups pursued the simian herpes virus hypothesis until 2014 when 
interest in the outbreak finally petered out. No meaningful public health intervention took place and no 
generalizable knowledge was generated. The cause, scale and trajectory of the BAR outbreak remain 
suspended in uncertainty. During those four years, however, numerous reports, posters, manuscripts and 
papers, were produced by various groups of official and self-appointed outbreak responders, each claiming 
to be the first description of a B virus outbreak in Ghana. In this paper I explore this apparent proclivity in 
contemporary epidemiological practice for publishing accounts of the outbreak responses whilst failing to 
address the actual burden of disease. Using primary documents collected from the BAR outbreak response, 
I trace the processes of hypothesis building that occurred and show how commonly recurring features of 
high-profile outbreak investigations produce selective pressures that favour iterations of pre-existing 
‘exciting’ and ‘publishable’ hypotheses whilst inhibiting the pursuit of alternative hypotheses, regardless of 
relative likelihood. In addition to laying out some of the disciplinary history behind this practice I will also 
suggest how field epidemiology might remedy itself through greater awareness of the temporal and spatial 
relationships between outbreaks and outbreak responders.
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Living longer but getting older: the “epidemic” of old age in the late Victorian  
and Edwardian Post Office 
Natasha Preger, King’s College London

Abstract

When asked about his time as a sorter in the Post Office, Mr Charles Ward (born 1894) recalled that: ‘The 
senior men – I remember looking at them ‘cos most – most people got bald – more so in the Post Office than 
anywhere I think. They used to put it down to the – strong electric lights. And – when I looked around – good 
God, I – hope I’m not like them at their age. I was though.’ As life expectancies rose from the late nineteenth-
century, concerns about old age also grew. These were expressed in a number of different ways. Balding 
was not the only physical change to be abhorred: the declining capacity for work of the aging body was as 
well. Before pensions and retirement became the norm, most workers continued to work in some capacity 
as they aged. Both employers and younger workers could resent his, for the perceived impact it had on both 
productivity and job advancement prospects. By looking at occupational health in the Post Office, and 
specifically at the discourses around older workers, this paper will look at the extent to which old age was 
configured as a disease, by the institution and by its employers. It will also address how it was presented as 
such through a variety of terminology, terms which show that the “epidemic” of old age was understood to 
be both a moral and a medical one. 

Who Counts in Radiation Protection? The Beaverlodge Cohort and Nuclear Epidemiology 
Aaron Sidney Wright, Dalhousie University

Abstract

In 1978, a small group of employees at Eldorado Nuclear Ltd began an epidemiological project to study the 
health of workers in Eldorado’s uranium mines, mills, and processing plants. Using company employment 
records, they constructed cohorts of mine and mill workers at sites including mines in the Beaverlodge area 
of Northern Saskatchewan. These mines made Canada the largest global uranium producer for much of the 
latter twentieth-century. The Beaverlodge cohort has also assumed international importance. It informs 
global standards for radiation protection produced by the US National Research Council and the United 
Nations. The decades-long occupational activities of the Beaverlodge miners have been imagined and 
reimagined by a complex of industrial-medical-scientific actors. This essay highlights the meaning of 

`̀ radiation protection’’ engendered by these reimaginings, from 1981 to 2010. This institutional imagination 
was severely circumscribed. The cohort is a purified assembly of gendered (95\% men) but deracinated 
bodies, meant for circulation within general assembly of international cohorts. According to company 
records, the cohort was exposed to Radon daughters in Northern Saskatchewan, but is overwhelmingly 
composed of bodies from elsewhere. Northern Saskatchewan is part of the traditional territory of the Dene, 
Cree, and Métis Indigenous peoples. Until recently, Indigenous people were racially excluded from mining 
employment. In recent Canadian regulatory hearings about nuclear activities, waste `̀ remediation,’’ and 
the environment, Indigenous leaders have questioned, critiqued, and called for an improved radiation 
protection. This essay analyzes the looping interactions of epidemiological reasoning---including cohort 
formation and data linkage---with colonial governance in Canada.
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Violent Atmospheres: Tuberculosis and Architectural Change at Canadian  
Residential Schools 
Magdalena Miłosz, McGill University

Abstract

In 1907, Peter Henderson Bryce, chief medical officer of Canada’s Department of Indian Affairs, documented 
alarming death rates from tuberculosis in residential schools for Indigenous children. These institutions 
separated children from their families and nations to assimilate them into white settler-colonial society. As 
places where “civilization” and health were conflated—in contrast to the supposed savagery and disease of 
Indigenous homes—the schools experienced these epidemics in two contradictory and complementary 
ways. First, action was necessary because the epidemics negated their image as benevolent and salubrious 
institutions. Second, however, the genocidal aspect of settler colonialism was enacted by the deaths of 
Indigenous children and thus provided an answer to the state’s so-called Indian problem. The state’s 
response to the epidemics, which focused on improvements to institutional architecture, delayed 
immediate life-saving action and simultaneously consolidated the colonial project through larger buildings 
over which it yielded increasing control. Here, minimum building standards, additions such as porches and 
cupolas, ventilation systems, and sick wards constituted slow forms of racial violence, either delaying 
prevention and treatment or producing healthy bodies for incorporation into the settler-colonial order. 
Engaging with the physical and metaphorical dimensions of what Kristen Simmons calls, after Christina 
Sharpe, “settler atmospherics,” I examine how the use of architecture to ameliorate the institutions’ 
diseased interior atmospheres strengthened the state’s capacity to institutionalize Indigenous children and 
thus sustained “the normative and necessary violences found in settlement.”

  E 15:45 - 16:00: Break

  E 16:00 - 17:00: Panel Discussion

Epidemiology out of bounds? 
Susanne Bauer (University of Oslo), Adia Benton (North Western University), Christos Lynteris (University  
of St. Andrews)

The science of epidemiology has been often described as one with particularly porous boundaries. The 
field’s subject matter - epidemics - have long left the narrow confines of infectious diseases and with more 
recent developments in fields like infodemiology, it has become challenging to define what falls and what 
doesn’t fall under the umbrella of epidemiological research. Furthermore, and Covid-19 has been no 
exception, epidemiological analysis tends to throw light on a range of discrete issues, fields and domains. 
From architecture to economics, from sociology to virology and from meteorology to immunology, 
epidemiological knowledge is made up of a patchwork of expertise and perspectives. This undisciplined 
nature of epidemiological reasoning poses a series of challenges to historians and to everyone else 
concerned with the question of what epidemiology has been in the past and what it ought to be in the 
present. In this panel, we seek to discuss how we might think and speak about epidemiology as a field out of 
bounds.
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 TUESDAY, 15 JUNE 2021

  E 14:00 - 15:30: Session 2 Correlation_Institution

Papers in this session focus on the practices, tools and instruments of epidemiologists, asking how these 
shaped infrastructures and institutions of the field. 

Chair: Lukas Engelmann

Regional problems, structural solutions:The impact of birthplace on health according to the 
Northern Finland Birth Cohort studies from the 1960s until the 1990s 
Katariina Parhi, University of Oulu

Abstract 
The Northern Finland Birth Cohort 1966 (https://www.oulu.fi/nfbc/) is a longitudinal and prospective 
research program that was launched in 1965.The cohort comprises of 12055 mothers and 12231 children. 
The NFBC1966 is a significant source for life-course epidemiology both nationally and internationally. The 
participants have been followed from the antenatal period until the present. The data collection enables 
researching the life-course determinants to health and diseases, and analysing the role of social, genetic, 
and environmental factors. Originally, the main purpose of the NFBC1966 was to study risk factors related to 
pre-term birth and intrauterine growth retardation, and their role in subsequent morbidity. In the 1960s, the 
percentage of pre-term births was significantly higher in Northern Finland than in the southern parts of the 
country. This paper focuses on the ways the place of birth was seen to influence the life course of the cohort 
participants as presented in the cohort-related research from the 1960s until the 1990s. During this era, the 
role of social medicine in Finnish science was strong, and it influenced birth cohort studies significantly. The 
influence of being born in Northern Finland on health was seen to decrease by the 1980s, but the role of 
social medicine, which called for structural solutions to health problems, remained significant until the 
1990s.

Microbes in the hospital. Antibiotic control, hospital hygiene and clinical microbiology  
in 1970s public hospitals in Spain 
Cristina Moreno Lonzano, University of Edinburgh, STIS

Abstract 
It is 1976, and the well-known Revista de Medicina de la Universidad de Navarra publishes a monographic 
issue on hospital hygiene, which contains the proceedings of a meeting held in the summer of that year in 
the northern city of Pamplona, Navarra. Some of the topics discussed included hospital cleaning and 
disinfection practices, hospital microbiology and epidemiology, antibiotic control policies, labour and 
patient nosocomial risk, and even hospital noise. This was the only issue published that year. The end of the 
1970s were turbulent political years –of transition from the dictatorial regime to a democratic political 
system–, during which many scientific journals did not publish as many issues per year as they had before 
and would do later. The medical system was in transition too. This issue is an indispensable source for my 

https://www.oulu.fi/nfbc/
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doctoral research, which focuses on antibiotic stewardship interventions in Spanish public hospitals from 
the 1970s to the present. This issue outspokenly presented a daring– if fitting with contemporary 
discussions on iatrogenesis elsewhere–vision of the modern Spanish hospital. The hospital was not a sterile 
place; but a place that posed risks to health, a place of labour (clinical and more), and a place indeed 
inhabited by microbes where both microbes and antibiotics needed to and could be efficiently controlled. In 
this presentation, and through showing specific translated excerpts from this issue, I will provide a glimpse 
into some thematic ideas across the issue, which speak of the context in which the earliest iterations of 
antibiotic stewardship – or políticas de antibióticos – took place in 1970s Spanish public hospitals.

Constructing the language of health administrations: The League of Nations’ Epidemiological 
Intelligence Service 
Yi-Tang Lin, University of Geneva

Abstract 
My presentation will focus on the LNHO and its epidemiological intelligence service, which represented a 
crucial circuit through which epidemiological reporting practices were transferred from the LNHO’s 
headquarters in Geneva to other parts of the world, which then reported back to Geneva. The LNHO’s 
epidemiological reporting system provides insights into the relationship between statistics and authorities 
at the international level. Reflecting Theodore Porter’s argument that quantification is often the resort of 
authorities vulnerable to outsiders, in this presentation I show how the LNHO’s founding members used 
statistics to establish the organization’s authority when it came to international health collaboration. 
Officially inaugurated in 1923, the service was responsible for promulgating standardized procedures for 
statistical collection and advocating that countries integrate statistical collection into their health 
authorities. LNHO staff set these standards on a purely administrative level, without attempting to enforce 
compliance or claiming to be scientific.The system was not established all at once, but was a patchwork that 
grew out of negotiations with myriad stakeholders all over the world. In Asia, where most polities were 
under colonial rule, the LNHO positioned itself as an alternative to the European-led Office international 
d’hygiène publique (OIHP). In doing so, the LNHO sought to collaborate with countries like China that were 
suspicious of imperial influence. I will conclude with a spotlight on the Chinese context, to show how the 
LNHO’s standards were received and implemented at the country level. In particular, how the Chinese 
Nationalist Government saw the LNHO’s statistical work as a way to recover the sovereignty lost under 
unequal treaties.

Global Health Philanthropy and Epidemiological Expertise in Contemporary Mexico:  
Chronic Disease, Digital Technology, and the Carlos Slim Foundation 
Emily Vasquez, Columbia University

Abstract 
An expanding class of mega-philanthropies, most visibly based in the Global North but increasingly 
encompassing counterparts in the Global South, has emerged as a driving force in global health and in the 
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production of knowledge about disease prevention and management.  In Mexico, drawing on the telecom-
privatization fortune that made Mexican-born Carlos Slim Helú the wealthiest person in the world between 
2010 and 2013, the Carlos Slim Foundation has become one of the federal government’s most important 
collaborators in health reform over the last decade, and is viewed widely as both technically superior and 
better resourced than the state itself.  The Foundation’s CASALUD strategy includes a digital Chronic Disease 
Information System (CIS) which now connects over 12,000 public primary-care clinics to track care delivery, 
health outcomes, and resources, as well as individual chronic-disease risk profiles. With CIS data stored on 
the Foundation’s servers, its staff are not only intervening on present day chronic disease prevention and 
care, but also curating the epidemiological evidence used to guide future health policy reform. This paper 
critically examines how the Carlos Slim Foundation’s increasing role in epidemiological data production, 
management and governance is shifting relations of power across the arena of public health in Mexico.  It 
proposes that the Carlos Slim Foundation’s epidemiological engagements constitute a form of epistemic 
power, re-making the meaning of “health” and “care” in the context of Mexico’s epidemic of chronic disease.

Alexander Langmuir and the emergence of “epidemic intelligence.” 
Alexis Bedolla, University of Bristol, SPAIS

Abstract 
Based on archive research conducted in the U.S. National Archives and the National Library of Medicine this 
presentation will argue how Alexander Langmuir – the CDC chief epidemiologist from 1949 to 1970 – 
meaningfully contributed to transform epidemiological practices through a method that he called 

“epidemic intelligence.” The emergence of epidemic intelligence is notable because it contrasted in many 
ways with previous approaches of conducting public health activities regarding the collection of information 
for monitoring the occurrence and development of epidemics. In particular, Langmuir’s method diverged 
from the classic statistical techniques that had provided the model for Western public health for more than 
a century creating, instead, a “disease surveillance” approach based on the notion of preparedness. In this 
regard, this presentation will show how the history of U.S. national security related to the protection of 
surprise biological attacks during the Cold War got intertwined with the creation of a distinct method for 
epidemiological contention. Given that Langmuir understood that previous epidemiological methods were 
not suitable for containing an almost radical uncertain future (as the time, method and location of a surprise 
biological attack were perceived as impossible to determine), he set out to construct a system that could 
provide effective real-time disease surveillance by constantly monitoring the incidence of unexpected 
outbreaks. This presentation, therefore, will address an important transformation in epidemiological 
reasoning that went from being largely predictive, inference-based and focused on regular, normal or 
expected outbreaks, to another aimed at be reactive and permanently prepared to confront exceptional 
and unexpected biological threats.

  E 15:30 - 15:45: Break
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  E 15:45 - 17:00: Session 3 Correlation_Classification I

Papers in this session explore the contribution of epidemiological practices and perspectives to the  
classification of diseases.  

Chair: Christos Lynteris

Differentiating and Defining Disease: Malaria and Kala-Azar in Colonial Assam 
Ethan Friedrich, Oxford University

Abstract 
The histories of malaria and kala-azar in colonial Assam are irrevocably linked; for a long-time kala-azar was 
viewed as a complication of malaria and both diseases were placed into the catch-all category of ‘Fever’ in 
epidemiological records. In the past, perceptions of malaria were imprecisely derived and included diseases 
that would no longer be classified as malaria. Kala-azar was one of these diseases and the relationship 
between malaria and kala-azar in colonial Assam during the last quarter of the nineteenth century exposes 
a tension in the history of medicine: between social histories of disease and historical epidemiology. 
Acknowledging both contemporary perceptions and the biological reality of disease redefines the 
relationship between the two methods of historical inquiry. To explore the history of epidemiology one 
must understand that diseases can be both socially constructed and also exist as independent actors in 
their own right, as my paper demonstrates.I explore the reflexive relationship formed over time in colonial 
Assam between the social perceptions and biological realities of malaria and kala-azar. The presence of 
both diseases was prolific, deaths were numerous, and attitudes toward the diseases intersected with 
society on every level. The various structures that existed in colonial Assam defined the effects of the 
disease and forged an ever-changing relationship of actors. Observing medical officers in colonial Assam 
struggle to differentiate, provide treatment, and effectively control the effects of malaria and kala-azar adds 
to the history of malaria in colonial India and informs approaches to the history of epidemiology.

‘Small numbers, little interest’: Mobilise through vaccination, the case of polio  
in France (1950-60s) 
Baptiste Baylac-Paouly, University of Lyon

Abstract 
Poliomyelitis is a disease which gained in visibility and whose incidence increased during the twentieth 
century. The importance and impact of the disease in the United States of America has already been well 
documented. Moreover, these last years, crucial works have been carried out concerning the repercussions 
of the disease in several European countries. Paradoxically, works on the French case are practically non-
existent. A first question arises: why such a lack of interest? Indeed, polio numbers in France (number of 
cases and deaths) between 1950s and 1960s are not comparable to some countries, especially the USA. 
Thenceforth, how to mobilise the population and the health authorities in the face of a disease which seems 
harmless? In this  communication, we will analyse the perception of the disease in France. We will highlight 
the actors who mobilised against polio, and what were their interests. With epidemiological determinants 
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less important in France than in some other countries, we will see that polio was unthinkable except in 
relation to vaccination, that is, as the achievement or failure of its vaccine-preventability. In fact, the 
historical processes by which this disease became conflated with a biotechnology of collective protection, 
in France, remains puzzlingly unexplored. Within our ongoing pandemic, such a case shows that the 
importance given to a disease depends on a specific context, determined by medico-scientific, political, 
economic, or even socio-cultural determinants. 

The Construction of the Mills-Reincke Phenomenon: Making Meaning out of Mortality Statistics 
Roan Parrish, Virginia Tech

Abstract 
How did early twentieth-century scientists create a public health phenomenon, only for it to be effectively 
abandoned a decade later until it resurfaced in the twenty-first century? In this paper, I look at the Mills-
Reincke Phenomenon and the ways in which it was constructed from and contested with mortality 
statistics. Using Massachusetts Board of Health publications and journal articles from the 1870s to 1920s, I 
begin an investigation into how the collection of mortality statistics and the implementation of intermittent 
water filtration became woven together into a narrative about typhoid fever and deaths by other causes. 
The Mills-Reincke Phenomenon, first published in 1910, was both widely quoted and yet quickly contested 
by other sets of mortality statistics and case studies of introducing and removing water filtration systems. I 
approach this disagreement using STS literature on scientific controversy and production of knowledge 
through (limited means of) quantification; in particular, I emphasize how statistics are combined and 
compared across countries and times (specifically Germany and the United States) as universalizing acts. I 
end my discussion by pointing to recent articles that have used this phenomenon as a rhetorical artifact 
outside of its original context. How does a concept built from attempting to utilize very specific statistics in 
ways which were under dispute even in its time leave this nuanced, complicated system to become a moral 
call to action in twenty-first century editorials? 

Cartographic Infrastructures and the epidemiology of cancer in late colonial Africa 
Thandeka Cochrane, King’s College London

Abstract 
In 1962, British surgeon Denis Burkitt published in the British Journal of Cancer the results of a ‘tumour 
safari’ in East and Central Africa, which he and two of his colleagues had carried out to study the 
geographical distribution and possible causes of a malignant childhood lymphoma of the jaw. Their study 
showed that the lymphoma was ecologically and climatically (rather than genetically) dependent, appearing 
only at certain altitudes, temperatures and rainfall distribution. This, Burkitt speculated, meant that the 
tumour was probably caused by a virus spread by insects that lived at these altitudes and temperatures. 
The use of mapping was central to Burkitt’s argument and the maps in his paper became renowned in 
cancer research and epidemiology (Koch 2016). In this article, we develop the notion of ‘cartographic 
infrastructures’ to examine how maps came to be a crucial part of epidemiological understandings of 
malignancy in Africa. In this, we ask how maps act as a particular aesthetic and technology of knowledge 
production around disease. We start by outlining the imperial networks of power, from the road system and 
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the idea of the safari-as-survey to the web of colonial and mission hospitals and colonial medical officers, on 
which Burkitt relied to carry out his study. We then turn to the scientific ideas and tools, from cancer 
registries and Africa as a living laboratory, to how geographical pathology deeply informed Burkitt’s 
approach to cancer epidemiology. Finally, we discuss the forms of subjectivity and affect, from the figure of 
the colonial medical officer to notions of faith and frontier, that underpin Burkitt’s research and maps.

  

 WEDNESDAY, 16 JUNE 2021

  E 14:00 - 15:30: Session 4 Configuration_Containment

Papers in this session trace how ways of seeing from neighboring disciplines and fields have been integrated 
into epidemiology. 

Chair: Adia Benton

From Proximal Cause to Epidemiological Unit, Conceptualising the aetiology of tuberculosis during 
the Dutch interwar years 
Martijn van der Meer, Utrecht University

Abstract 
This paper follows the changing conceptualisation of the aetiology of tuberculosis during the Dutch interwar 
years, based on a close analysis of a series of doctoral dissertations written by general practitioners and an 
examination of how these books were received by Dutch sanitary reformers. For the first decades of the 
twentieth century, I will show how the cause of tuberculosis was still debated along the lines of a heredity-
contagion dichotomy. Subsequently, as Dutch investigators rendered infection with the ‘mycobacterium 
tuberculosis’ a plausible ‘conditio sine qua non’ in the late 1910s, they began to dispute the social origins of 
disease ‘constitution’—either as resulting from inherited ‘disposition’ for developing infection into 
symptoms, or from the quantity of ‘exposition’ to causative agents in a harmful environment. Towards the 
end of the 1920s, however, Dutch investigators synthesised this tension by conceptualising tuberculosis as a 
‘developmental condition’ due to the relative weight of both biological and environmental ‘health 
determinants’ or ‘epidemiological units’ on an individual level. The paper connects this remarkable 
attention to environmental influence and individual development to Dutch political history: as policymakers 
dismissed a centralised response to health problems to respect autonomous citizenship during the interwar 
years, Dutch civil society took the initiative in improving housing, hygiene, and nutrition on a local level. 
Therefore, I will present my research as an example of how specific conceptual developments in 
epidemiological reasoning and political discourse on collective health can—and should?—be investigated as 
co-constructed to understand contemporary responses to public health problems.
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Strands of a Longue Durée Study from the British Government’s Reports of the Sanitary Commission 
(1882) in Mauritius 
Yadhav Deerpaul, Iowa State University

Abstract 
The island of Mauritius is rather infamous for the dodo bird’s extinction during the Dutch colonisation in the 
seventeenth century. But there was another similar irreversible change which worried the colonial British 
Government in 1879: the deforestation which occurred in the island over the last 40 years. Charles Meldrum, 
whose study was a key element of the works of the Sanitary Commission (1882), carried out an in-depth 
study examining the links between mortality from malarial fever and temperature, humidity and rainfall. 
Meldrum also examined the relationships with solar activity and the effects of forests. In fact, there were 
diverging yet constructive exchanges between Andrew Davidson and Charles Meldrum through the middle 
ground of the Sanitary Commission. They implicitly acknowledged the disastrous impacts of colonialism in 
the island and what countermeasures should be undertaken to compensate for the ones which led to the 
worsening of the malaria epidemic. The ‘longue durée’ strands consisted of statistical analyses - such as a 
return of admissions from fever into the Civil Hospital from 1820 to 1863 to determine if malaria developed 
within the island or was imported from abroad - and also what could be termed a historical analysis of the 
sanitary legislation over several decades. The Sanitary Commission could indeed have had as an implicit 
aim to uphold the colonial establishment but it also demonstrated the development of a ‘sanitary science’ 
to assess past failures and potential solutions to tackle an epidemic by examining different interrelated 
dimensions over a long stretch of time.

The Epidemic Through Other Eyes: Soviet Malariology and its Western Counterparts,  
1920-1960 
Marek Eby, New York University

Abstract 
This paper explores the epidemiological thought of Soviet malariologists during the twentieth century, 
placing it in conversation with western ideas of the same period. It argues that Soviet malariologists 
developed a unique viewpoint on one of the most enduring ambivalences of epidemiological thought and 
practice: the tension between the population-level concept of the epidemic and individual-level 
understandings of disease causation and prevention. During the interwar and postwar periods, as western 
malariologists adopted reductive and individualistic understandings of epidemiological processes and 
searched for “magic bullet” technical fixes, their Soviet counterparts sought to operationalize the “classical” 
vision of the epidemic as a holistic social process. They articulated an early critique of the “methodological 
individualism” of western epidemiology and attempted to unify knowledge of social structures, biological 
mechanisms, and population dynamics—integrating the microscopic and macroscopic, the individual and 
collective. Embedded within the institutional settings, ideological assumptions, and governmental logics of 
Soviet socialism, they recognized that addressing the epidemic as a reflection of society would also 
necessitate a program as often organizational and political as scientific and technical. Drawing on Russian 
and western archives and publications, this paper recovers a vision of epidemiology distinct from, but not 
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entirely foreign to, western visions. At a moment when the COVID-19 pandemic has provoked questions 
about the goals and frameworks of public health in western countries, it may prove useful to revisit other 
visions of the nature of epidemics and the principles of their control.

‘My very dear friends turned their backs on me’ and ‘They called me AIDS girl’: Epidemiology in the 
emotional experience of syphilis and HIV/AIDS 
Mona O’Brien, Glasgow University & Durham University

Abstract 
In 2001, twelve-year-old HIV+ La Toya Rodgers from Gary Indiana was taunted and shunned by classmates 
as ‘AIDS girl’. In a New York Times interview, she told the reporter how peers feared sitting close or hugging 
would spread the virus. 498 years before Rodgers’ interview, a German secretary called Joseph Grünpeck 
(Libellus, 1503) recorded his feelings of loneliness and sorrow when his friends rapidly ‘turned their backs on 
me’ upon discovering that he was suffering with the ‘French pox’ (syphilis). It was fear of contracting the 
illness through close proximity to Grünpeck that motivated their abandonment. This paper explores how 
the development and dissemination of epidemiological knowledge regarding transmission impacted on the 
emotional lives of individuals diagnosed with syphilis during the early years of the pandemic in Germany 
(c.1495-1520) and with HIV/AIDS (between 1981 and 2015). There are vast differences in the nature and 
practice of epidemiology as it existed in the early modern period and the twentieth century. However, there 
are, this paper contends, productive comparisons to be made between these epochs.  Drawing on personal 
testimonies, medical texts, along with government and media records, I argue that medical theories and 
dissemination of knowledge surrounding the transmission of syphilis and HIV had negative consequences 
for the emotional wellbeing of those infected. Considering the recent wave of Anti-Asian attacks related to 
Covid, this paper contributes to a deeper history of the development, dissemination and emotional 
consequences of transmission theories, which can help develop more considered discussions of 
epidemiology in future epidemics.

Islands of Infection and Isolation: Inheriting Imperial Logics of Enclosure in Epidemiology 
Leanne Loo, Tufts University

Abstract 
In this paper, I pay attention to questions and creations of borders and of enclosures, of distances and of 
closeness, of temporalities and of geographies, and of care and confinement in the history of epidemiology. 
Through critical archival analysis of twentieth-century medical journals that document colonial public 
health prevention efforts, I ask: how do imperial logics of care and confinement, especially as they pertain 
to leprosy in the multiple “Spice Islands” of East Africa and Southeast Asia and their surrounding regions 
during the height of the British Empire, seek to capture and contain disease in metaphorical, medical, bodily, 
and geographical islands? As such, in what ways are epidemiological logics also carceral logics? And, in what 
ways has epidemiology, in its visual representations, mathematical conventions, and public health 
recommendations, inherited such colonial legacies of epidemiological capture, governance, and 
confinement as to dictate “healthy” times (e.g. curfew, or the start and end of an epi/pan-demic), “safe” 
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places (e.g. home, or countries with “low-risk”), and “fit” bodies (e.g. young adults)? Pointing to how 
epidemiology replicates and upholds logics of isolated “islands” as ideal biomedical interventions to 
prevent the spread of infectious disease while simultaneously reinforcing the interdependent notion that 

“no man is an island,” I reflect on how such seemingly contradictory priorities are reconciled, and to and for 
whom.

  E 15:30 - 15:45: Break

  E 15:45 - 17:00: Session 5 Correlation_Classification II

Papers in this session explore the contribution of epidemiological practices and perspectives to the  
classification of diseases.  

Chair: Graham Mooney

Nutritional expertise, surveillance and family life in colonial Burkina Faso 
Thomas Zuber, Columbia University

Abstract 
Colonial epidemiology of malnutrition in 1950s Upper-Volta focused predominantly on labor and population 
growth. In this context, colonial maternal and child health programs implemented an apparatus of 
surveillance and social pressure on young mothers. This in turn had mixed effects on children’s actual 
nutritional status. This paper analyses five community surveys, produced by colonial nutritional services, 
that linked household consumption and nutrition. In addition to the surveys, field notes by surveyers in 
French and Mooré reveal the daily tensions of data collection and survey design. They also reveal the 
temporalities of epidemiological data collection (which were often constrained by the rainy season or 
community activities), as well as family and community methods of management of nutritional deficiencies, 
outside colonial paradigms. The paper will analyze the processes of data collection, by uncovering not only 
on what these documents can potentially reveal about a social history of consumption and nutrition in 
Western Burkina Faso, but also how surveyers collected data. It seeks to interrogate how epidemiological 
modelling intersected with and sometimes erased a political economy of agricultural production and labor 
coercion.

On the Transformation of Psychiatric Epidemiological Reasoning from 1975-2010: A Perspective from 
Two Pilot Studies in Tanzania 
Bryan Dougan, University of North Carolina

Abstract 
This paper examines the transformations in psychiatric epidemiological reasoning by focusing on the 
implementation of international mental health programs and research in Tanzania from the 1975 through 
2010. International psychiatric epidemiology and mental health research has had a longstanding practice of 
collecting epidemiological data in the context of pilot studies and interventions. Global mental health 
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researchers continue this practice, collecting data on prevalence and risk factors in the context of piloting 
talk therapies around the world. Drawing on archival work from the WHO, interviews with psychiatric 
epidemiologists, and examining published scientific papers, this paper argues that psychiatric 
epidemiological pilot studies in Tanzania reveals the dynamics of knowledge production for mental health. 
In this paper, I examine the changes in psychiatric epidemiological reasoning from mental heath programs 
by focusing on two pilot studies: the first pilot study co-implemented by Tanzanian psychiatrists and the 
World Health Organization attempted to integrate mental health care into primary health care from 1975-
1987, and the second pilot study tested talk therapies in rural Tanzania that began in 2007. Examining the 
differences in these pilot studies over time reveals transformations  in knowledge practices, partnership 
dynamics, and treatment regimes and explores how these changes are negotiated across new knowledge 
regimes (e.g. greater emphasis on metrics), and new health concerns (e.g. HIV/AIDS).

The value of HIV prevention among the most at-risk: Questioning queer risk epidemiology in 
contemporary HIV science 
Amaya Perez-Brumer, Division of Social and Behavioural Health Sciences,  Dalla Lana School of Public 
Health, University of Toronto

Abstract 
Therapeutic technologies (i.e., pre-exposure prophylaxis [PrEP]) alongside personalized diagnostic 
innovations (i.e., HIV self-testing) have emphasized prevention and shifted epidemiologic focus from 
individuals at-risk for HIV to those most at-risk. The emphasis on enumerative evidence on those most-at 
risk has deeply implicated people categorized as men who have sex with men (MSM) and transgender 
women, making epidemiologic risk data from queer bodies central to HIV prevention science. The story of 
extractive data practices traded in a global economy is not unique to the contemporary HIV enterprise, but 
rather a key element of clinical research which frequently leverages the Global South as a living laboratory. 
Peru has been the leading clinical trial site globally to test PrEP among people categorized as MSM and 
transgender women and offers a useful vantage point to explore the rise of HIV therapeutic technologies 
and the material implications of capitalizing on queer risk epidemiology. Drawing on 24 months of 
ethnographic fieldwork, this paper traces how queer risk data is created, contested, and mobilize. I show 
that data construction of the categories of “transgender women” and “MSM” extend beyond 
epidemiological analyses and are relational requiring work at each step of the research process. Further, as 
these data move in transnational HIV bioeconomies key implications for both prevention and queer identity 
emerge. The pervasiveness of queer risk epidemiology flattens sexual and gender diversity into categories 
devoid of cultural and social context, obscuring the historical and sociopolitical dynamics of HIV risk and 
rendering structural solutions to prevent HIV inactionable.
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The “Savage Cell”: Epidemiology, Pathology and the Politics of Arctic Tumor Registration 
Jenn Fraser, University of Toronto

Abstract 
“In August of 1977 Australian pathologist David W. Butine delivered a presentation at the Annual Meeting of 
the Royal College of Pathologists of Australia in Melbourne, Victoria. In this presentation, he used the 
diagnostic category of “Eskimoma,” to describe a unique set of salivary gland tumors he had observed over 
the past five years within Winnipeg’s Health Sciences Centre. Only found amongst Inuit patients, these 
tumors were said to have unique histological, clinical and epidemiological features and were unlike any 
other disease category that had ever been encountered before. This presentation will chart the historical 
trajectory of the “Eskimoma,” focusing particularly on the institutional, political and social contexts that 
were essential to making the idea of Inuit cancer “visible,” to the pathologist, epidemiologist and to society 
at large.Looking at the role of race, tissue extraction, and tumor pathology reveals a rich history of 
international information exchange, the rise of surveillance medicine, the establishment of northern 
research facilities, and the emergence of new medical technologies and approaches that would come to 
play an essential role in the nascent field of tumor registration. In addition to shedding light on the material 
conditions, methodologies, and political rationalities that have underpinned the history of Arctic cancer 
reporting, this presentation will also demonstrate that rather than being by-products of epidemiological 
theories and methods, ideas about Indigenous cancer rates were actually central to them, defining what the 
field of epidemiology would be, and what types of groups it could be applied to. This history also touches 
current debates over practices of anatomical collecting and the origins, ownership, and reuse of Indigenous 
human remains. This is because the bodily materials used in the construction of the “Eskimoma” category 
would never be returned to the communities from which they were taken. Instead, they would circulate 
between autopsy tables, patrol ships and pathology labs, ultimately ending up as glossy images in tumor 
atlases, microscope slides in tumor banks, and as data points in cancer registry databases, where they 
continue to inform contemporary epidemiological research and cancer care delivery strategies within Inuit 
Nunangat.”

 THURSDAY, 17 JUNE 2021

  E 14:00 - 15:30: Session 6 Epidemiology_Concepts

Papers in this session are concerned with concepts, theories and ideas that have come to structure 
epidemiological reasoning. 

Chair: Andrew J. Mendelsohn
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Colonialism as a Social Determinant of Ainu Health 
Michael Roellinghoff, Tokyo University

Abstract 
This paper argues that Japanese settler colonialism was a social determinant of the health of the Indigenous 
Ainu people of Hokkaido in the late 19th/early 20th centuries. Utilizing emerging Indigenized public health 
frameworks, it suggests that Japanese settlement and land use policies directly impacted the health and 
wellbeing of displaced, dispossessed, and excluded Ainu populations. This led to unprecedented surges of 
epidemic disease during this period, including cholera, smallpox, syphilis, and tuberculosis. This approach 
allows us to challenge mainstream historiographical understandings of Ainu health, typically falling into two 
categories: English language scholarship, such as the work of Mary Inez Hilger (1968), who claims that the 
Ainu – unlike their colonizers – collectively lacked “immunity” to such diseases and Japanese language 
scholarship, such as the work of Okuyama Ryō (1966), who claims that the Ainu instead lacked an 
understanding of “hygiene.” While such scholarship remains highly influential, this paper aims to refocus the 
larger debate over Ainu health away from their bodies (be they individuated or collective) and onto 
Japanese settler colonial practices. This, in turn, allows for a better understanding of Japanese public health 
measures, most notably 1899 Hokkaido Former Aborigine Protection Act which, even while purporting to 

“protect” the Ainu, called for the destruction of a pathologized Ainu culture, thereby only furthering the 
cause Indigenous erasure.

What is Epidemiology 
Pablo Jadraque, University of La Laguna

Abstract 
To understand what was (is) Epidemiology, one must first acknowledge that today there are two groups of 
experts who call themselves epidemiologists: ‘experts in infection control’ and ‘methodologists’. Infection 
control experts respond to the etymology of mthe word epidemiology and are physicians trained in the 
surveillance and control of communicable diseases, whether the diseases spread according to a seasonal 
pattern (epidemics) or if they persist in a territory continuously (endemic diseases.) They use biological 
models to explain how diseases are transmitted from one individual to others and use ‘mechanistic’ 
numerical laws to describe the phenomena they observe. For these experts, epidemiology is a branch of 
medicine closely related to microbiology. Today, they are known for their role in controlling the covid-19 
pandemic. Most methodologists are not physicians and are not specialized in the study of any specific type 
of disease, but in the application of a specific method that allows discovering the causes or determinants of 
health states. These experts retain the name epidemiologists only because of historical tradition. A. Morabia 
would call the discipline “population health etiology” or “science of causation”. Methodologists consider 
that the ‘epidemiology’ that they practice is a science with very little in common with what infection control 
experts do. They think that epidemiological phenomena cannot be reduced to general and contextual laws 
like those of physics. Despite starting from a common root, they are two very different disciplines; However, 
since the 1950s, methodologists have strongly influenced the approaches and practices of experts in 
infection control.
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Thinking in Herds: Veterinarians, Epidemiologists, and the Question of Immune Populations 
David Robertson, Princeton University

Abstract 
Over the last twelve months, no scientific term has been more debated than ‘herd immunity.’ Overlooked 
throughout the course of debate, however, has been a tension at the heart of the term: how can immunity, a 
scientific concept developed to explain the biological defenses of the individual, be used to understand 
disease dynamics in populations? How can collectives be conceived as ‘immune’? This presentation 
examines the history of the concept as an ongoing scientific effort to resolve this conundrum. First 
mentioned in an American veterinary journal in the late nineteenth century, the concept became a staple of 
research on human infectious diseases in Britain three decades later. Veterinarians, bacteriologists, 
epidemiologists, and other scientists drew on the concept to escape the myopic focus of laboratory 
immunology on individual defenses and to articulate population-level protections against disease. 
Resolving the tension of immunity in a population sometimes meant expanding the parameters of 
immunity, speaking of ‘resistance’ or ‘vitality.’ Other times it led to a deeper analysis of collectivity, 
accounting for differences in population density or degrees of social interaction. It always involved a 
recognition of the environmental determinants of disease. Telling the long history of herd immunity, this 
presentation will demonstrate the fundamental shifts in meaning and application the concept has 
undergone over nearly 130 years of use. In doing so, I track the changes in scientific conceptions of 
‘immunity’ and ‘population’ and, in particular, the various ways these two concepts have been conjoined in 
the effort to render collectives resistant to disease.

“What would the fruit-growers, the hop-growers and goodness knows who else, do without us?”: 
Disease, Romany Workers, and the Rural Food Industry in Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Century 
Britain 
Laura Newman, Kings College London

Abstract 
Histories into the epidemiology of Victorian and Edwardian food production have tended to take as their 
focus the public health concerns generated by the meat and milk industries at a time of heightened anxiety 
about tuberculosis. The epidemiology of food in this period, however, also grew to examine different kinds 
of rural food industries, many of which, too, continued to rely heavily on hand labour. Epidemiological focus 
extended, too, towards the disease risks associated with the heterogenous actors that constituted the rural 
labour force. This paper works to expand our understanding of the complexity of contagion in historical 
foodways through a study of Romany agricultural workers in England’s fruit and hop picking industries. 
Using source material from Medical Officer of Health (MOH) reports, government commissions, folklorist 
writings, and medical literature, it examines how this industry became a focal point of anxiety for emerging 
fears about different kinds of racial and pathological contamination. The paper then moves on to discuss 
contemporary efforts to mitigate the risks posed by Romany food labour through philanthropic initiatives 
such as the West Kent Fruit Pickers Mission and the Hop-Picking Mission. Here, attempts to ‘humanise’ fruit 
and hop pickers were mounted with initiatives to provide better sanitation, enhanced access to medical 
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care, and improved housing. Such efforts, too, operated upon an understanding of social, racial, and 
biological contagion that was mutually constitutive. 

Building on animal evidence in social epidemiology: John Cassel and the problem  
of crowding 
Annukka Sailo, University of Oulu

Abstract 
“This paper examines John Cassel’s use of evidence from animal studies to develop his theory of the effects 
of social environment on disease etiology. In the 1960s and the 1970s, crowding and population density – 
old concerns of urban sociology, social philosophy, and the epidemiological study of infectious disease – 
became topical issues in many scientific fields. This fashion was instigated by rapid urbanization and global 
population growth on the one hand, and provocative animal studies on the other. The so-called popular 
ethologists made bold and sinister claims about the territorial needs of humans, and the famous rat studies 
conducted by John B. Calhoun introduced the “behavioral sink” to wider audiences. While many other 
human scientists used the animal studies of Calhoun and others to argue for the ill-effects of crowding on 
human health and wellbeing, Cassel did the opposite.For Cassel, the pathological consequences of 
overcrowding demonstrated by Calhoun and other animal studies were not directly transferrable to human 
species. More importantly, in Cassel’s opinion, animal studies showed the importance of intermediating 
social effects in crowding situations. Even though one may disagree about the conclusions Cassel made, it is 
evident that his reading of these animal studies was more insightful than the standard simplistic way of 
interpreting Calhounian evidence of crowding problems. This paper shows how Cassel used animal 
evidence to demonstrate and elaborate his own theory of the health effects of variations of the social milieu 
and suggests that animal studies and perhaps even the crowding hypothesis had more important role in the 
development of social epidemiology than has been previously noted.”

  E 15:30 - 16:00: Break

  E 16:00 - 17:00: Panel Discussion

What should the history of epidemiology do? 
Graham Mooney (Johns Hopkins University), Tamara Giles-Vernick (Institut Pasteur), Andrew Mendelsohn 
(Queen Mary University of London)

Covid-19 has raised this question again, and perhaps with particular urgency: what is the value of historical 
analysis when engaging with and responding to an ongoing crisis. While the questions is mostly geared 
towards the history of specific epidemics and the lessons we ought to have learned, this panel will focus on 
the value of the history of epidemiology as a complex field of methods, practices and theories, developed 
since the late nineteenth century. Perhaps surprisingly, the historiography of this field is not particularly well 
developed. Historians have often focused on the late nineteenth century and the history of medical 
statistics, while epidemiologists are often narrowly concerned with history of theoretical innovation and 
their innovators biographies. With this panel, and supported by the impressive range of novel contributions 
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to the history of epidemiology from the workshop’s contributors, we ask what a novel history of 
epidemiology might look like and what it might be good for in times of covid-19 and beyond.

 BIOGR APHIES

 

Lukas Engelmann, University of Edinburgh he/him

  lukas.engelmann@ed.ac.uk   @engelmal81

  https://www.sps.ed.ac.uk/staff/lukas-engelmann

Lukas Engelmann is a Chancellor’s Fellow and Senior Lecturer in the History and Sociology of Biomedicine 
at the University of Edinburgh. His research is concerned with the history of epidemiological reasoning in 
the twentieth century, for which he received an ERC Starting Grant in 2020. His first book, Mapping AIDS, 
was published with Cambridge University Press in 2018 and considers the visual and medical history of 
AIDS/HIV. He recently published a co-authored monograph with Christos Lynteris, Sulphuric Utopias, with 
MIT Press (open access) in 2020, which tells the technological history of fumigation and the political history 
of maritime sanitation at the turn of the twentieth century. 

Freya Jephcott, CSER, University of Cambridge they/them

  flj22@cam.ac.uk   @freyjephcott

  www.queens.cam.ac.uk/dr-freya-jephcott 
  www.cser.ac.uk/team/freya-jephcott/

al Risk (CSER) at the University of Cambridge. Freya’s work is primarily concerned with the effectiveness of 
outbreak surveillance and response systems in resource-limited settings and the management of outbreaks 
of uncertain aetiology. In addition to her research, Freya also participates in applied and policy work on 
complex health emergencies as a Manager of Epidemiological Activities with Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) 
and as a consultant with the World Health Organization (WHO).Freya obtained bachelor’s degrees in 
medical science and social policy from the Australian National University (ANU) and University of Sydney 
respectively, before completing a master’s and a doctoral degree in medical anthropology and 
epidemiology at the University of Cambridge. 
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Natasha Preger, King’s College London she/her

  natasha.preger@kcl.ac.uk   @natasha_preger

 addressinghealth.org.uk/natasha-preger/

Natasha is a first year PhD Student working with the Addressing Health Research Project Team, on 
‘Morbidity, Mortality and Occupational Health in the Victorian and Edwardian Post Office’. You can find out 
more about the project at addressinghealth.org.uk. Her PhD is looking at the medicalisation of age and 
the life-cycle in the Post Office, 1870 – 1914, and how workers responded to this. She completed her BA in 
History at the University of Sheffield and her MA in History at the University of Manchester. Her previous 
research has centred on the process of knowledge change relating to the history of science and medicine.

Aaron Sidney Wright, Dalhousie University he/him

  asw@dal.ca   @aaronswright

 Aaronswright.com

Aaron Sidney Wright is an Assistant Professor of History at Dalhousie University, in Halifax, Nova Scotia. He 
received his PhD from the Institute for the History and Philosophy of Science and Technology at the 
University of Toronto in 2014. Following this, he held postdoctoral fellowships at the Department of the 
History of Science at Harvard University and the Suppes Center for History and Philosophy of Science at 
Stanford University. His first book, _More than Nothing: A history of the vacuum in theoretical physics, 
1925-1980_ will be published this year by Oxford University Press. His current research project examines the 
intersection of science, technology, and colonialism in Canada’s nuclear industry---including questions of 
occupational health, environmental damage, radiation protection, and epidemiological methods.

Susanne Bauer, University of Oslo

  susanne.bauer@tik.uio.no

 https://www.sv.uio.no/tik/english/people/aca/susanbau/

Adia Benton, North Western University

  adia.benton@northwestern.edu   @Ethnography911

 anthropology.northwestern.edu/people/faculty/adia-benton-.html

Christos Lynteris, University of St. Andrews 

  cl12@st-andrews.ac.uk   @visualplague

 www.st-andrews.ac.uk/social-anthropology/people/cl12
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Katariina Parhi, University of Oulu she/her

  Katariina.Parhi@oulu.fi   @katariinaparhi

 www.oulu.fi/historyofscienceandideas/node/57171

Dr. Katariina Parhi is a historian of science and ideas at the University of Oulu, Finland. Currently she works 
in a project titled Lives over time: Birth cohort studies as a form of scientific knowledge-production.

Cristina Moreno Lonzano, University of Edinburgh, STIS she/her

  cristina.moreno@ed.ac.uk   @crinamoreno

 www.sps.ed.ac.uk/staff/cristina-moreno-lozano

Yi-Tang Lin, University of Geneva

  Yi-Tang.Lin@unige.ch

 www.unige.ch/lettres/istge/corps-enseignant/hco/yi-tang-lin/

Yi-Tang Lin is a Swiss National Science Foundation post-doctoral fellow at the University of Geneva. Her 
research focuses on international organizations’ health and agricultural activities in China during the 20th 
century. She has published related research in Social History of Medicine, 医疗社会史研究, Monde(s), 
Histoire@Politique. Her book manuscript provisionally entitled “Statistics and the Languages of Global 
Health”, which studies statistical practices between international health organizations and their Chinese 
collaborators from 1910s to 1960s, is under contract with the Cambridge University Press. She will start her 
appointment as a visiting scholar at the Fairbank Center for Chinese Studies at Harvard University in 
September 2021.

Emily Vasquez, Columbia University

  eev2105@cumc.columbia.edu

Emily Vasquez, MPhil, MPH, ABD, is an ethnographer of science, medicine, and public health. Drawing on the 
sociology of health and medicine, science and technology studies (STS), and critical race studies, her 
research examines relationships between knowledge, technology, health, identity, and social justice. She 
studies these issues in the context of global health policy and initiatives, especially global and national-level 
responses to epidemics of chronic disease. Her research has been supported by fellowships from, among 
others, the National Science Foundation (Science, Technology, and Society Program) and the ACLS/Mellon 
Foundation. She is a doctoral candidate completing a PhD in sociology and public health in the Department 
of Sociomedical Sciences at Columbia University.

Alexis Bedolla, University of Bristol, SPAIS he/him

  alexis.bedolla@bristol.ac.uk   @AlexisBedollaV
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 research-information.bris.ac.uk/en/persons/alexis-bedolla-velazquez

Dr. Alexis Bedolla received his PhD in Sociology from the University of Bristol in 2021. His doctoral 
dissertation is an investigation of the origins of the concept “global health security” and the transformations 
of disease surveillance practices in the U.S. from the Cold War to the present. His research interests are on 
the history of epidemiology, biopolitics, and the technopolitics of biometrics. 

Ethan Friedrich, Oxford University

  ethan.friederich@wolfson.ox.ac.uk

My name is Ethan Friederich and I am a third year DPhil (PhD) student at the University of Oxford in the 
History of Science and Medicine under the supervision of Professor Mark Harrison. I have a BA in History and 
in Political Science from Chapman University and an MSc in the History of Science, Medicine and Technology 
from the University of Oxford. My doctoral dissertation is titled “Fevers in the Garden: A History of Malaria in 
Colonial Assam, 1826 – 1939”. The following abstract is from a chapter of my dissertation that focuses on a 
perceived relationship between malaria and kala-azar during the last quarter of the nineteenth and early 
twentieth century.   

Baptiste Baylac-Paouly, University of Lyon he/him

  baptiste.baylac-paouly@univ-lyon1.fr

 univ-lyon1.academia.edu/BaptisteBaylacPaouly

Baptiste Baylac-Paouly is contractual lecturer at the Medical School of Lyon-Est, University of Lyon. His 
research interest is the history of infectious diseases control strategies and policies. He graduated from the 
University of Lyon in 2018 specialising in the history of medicine and health with a thesis on the 
development, production and use of meningococcal A vaccine in the 1960-70s. After working for 5 years on 
meningitis A in Africa and Brazil, he is now working on polio control strategies and policies in France in the 
second half of the twentieth century. This research is partly included in the funded research project 
VISITLABSEUROPE: Grant Programmes for Research Visits and the Role of Public and Private Laboratories in 
The Fight Against Infectious Diseases in Europe (1907-1985) led by María Isabel Porras. His publications 
include: Confronting an Emergency: The Vaccination Campaign Against Meningitis in Brazil, Social History of 
Medicine (2019); Vaccine Development and Collaborations: Lessons from the History of the Meningococcal A 
Vaccine (1969-73), Medical History (2019); Vaccine development as a ‘doable problem’: The case of the 
meningococcal A vaccines 1962-1969, Studies in history and Philosophy of Biological and Biomedical 
Sciences (2019).
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Roan Parrish, Virginia Tech

  proan13@vt.edu

I’m Roan Parrish, a doctoral student in Science and Technology Studies at Virginia Tech, and I’m very 
interested in the What was Epidemiology? workshop. My research is on the history of the development of 
electronic medical records with a focus on psychiatry and medical statistics. My abstract for this workshop 
is on a tangential project for an article I’m currently writing about the use of mortality statistics in the 
construction of a public health phenomenon. 

Thandeka Cochrane, King’s College London she/her

  thandeka.cochrane@kcl.ac.uk

Thandeka Cochrane is an early career researcher at King’s College London. She finished her PhD in 2020 at 
the University of Cambridge, for which she spent 18 months living in rural Malawi researching libraries and 
children’s stories. At KCL she is a researcher on the British Academy funded project, ‘Cartographies of 
Cancer: measuring and mapping disease in sub-Saharan Africa’. As part of this project she will be doing 
ethnographic research in a cancer registry in Kenya. 

Martijn van der Meer, Utrecht University

  r.m.vandermeer@uu.nl   @vdmeer_rm

 martijnvandermeer.com

Martijn van der Meer is a policy advisor on themes relating to responsible research at Tilburg University and 
a researcher and lecturer in history and sociology of science at Utrecht University. Martijn obtained his BA in 
history from Utrecht University and spent a semester as visiting student at the department of history of 
medicine and bioethics at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. He later studied history and philosophy of 
science at Oxford University and Utrecht university, graduating cum laude with a thesis on a conceptual 
history of heredity in the context or Dutch public health discourse during the interwar years. Martijn is also 
project leader of the Journal of Trial and Error, and currently develops a PhD-project on the Dutch history of 
preventive child health intervention during the twentieth century.

Yadhav Deerpaul, Iowa State University

  yadhav13@gmail.com

I did my undergrad at the University of Mauritius and my Master’s degree at the Higher School of Economics, 
Saint Petersburg. My main field of interest is the History of Technology and Environment in Colonial 
Societies. I will start my PhD in Rural, Agricultural, Technological, and Environmental history at Iowa State 
University during Fall 2021.

mailto:proan13@vt.edu
mailto:thandeka.cochrane@kcl.ac.uk
mailto:r.m.vandermeer@uu.nl
https://www.martijnvandermeer.com
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Marek Eby, New York University he/him

  marek.eby@nyu.edu   @trilobitten

 nyu.academia.edu/MarekEby

Marek Eby is a PhD Candidate in history at New York University, where he studies epidemics, state power, 
and transnational science in the Soviet Union. His dissertation, entitled “Vectors of Socialism: Malaria 
Control and Soviet Power in Central Asia, 1920-1953,” examines the emergence of Soviet malaria control 
programs at the intersection of local societies, international scientific networks, and projects of socialist 
state power. He has conducted archival and library research in Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Switzerland (Geneva) 
and the United States

Mona O’Brien, Glasgow University & Durham University she/her

  Mona.OBrien@glasgow.ac.uk   @monaob1

 glasgow.academia.edu/MonaOBrien

Mona (Monica) O’Brien is a Northern Network for Medical Humanities Research/Wellcome Early Career 

Fellow at Durham University and a Graduate Teaching Assistant at the University of Glasgow. Her current 

research explores the emotional, social and medical histories of the ‘French pox’ (syphilis) in early modern 

Europe, with a focus on Germany. She received her PhD from the University of Glasgow in 2019 for her 

Leverhulme-Trust funded project ‘Contagion, Morality, and Practicality: The French Pox in Frankfurt am 

Main and Nuremberg, 1495-1700’. In the same year, she won the McCarthy Award for History of Medicine 

Research (Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh) for her research into the careers of the previously 

unresearched Franzosenärzte (French pox doctors) that emerged in Germany after 1495. 

Leanne Loo, Tufts University she/her

  leanne.loo@tufts.edu   @leanne_loo

 glasgow.academia.edu/MonaOBrien

Leanne Loo studies Anthropology and Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies at Tufts University. Her 
research and organizing are centered in abolition, decolonial feminisms, and transnational solidarity. She is 
broadly interested in how power operates and how narratives are produced, reproduced, and silenced, with 
specific attention to imperializing narratives of disease and contagion.

mailto:marek.eby@nyu.edu
https://nyu.academia.edu/MarekEby
mailto:Mona.OBrien@glasgow.ac.uk
https://glasgow.academia.edu/MonaOBrien
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Thomas Zuber, Columbia University he/him

  tbz2103@columbia.edu   @thomas_zuber

 history.columbia.edu/person/zuber-thomas/

Thomas Zuber is doctoral candidate in African history at Columbia University. His research focuses on 
histories of childhood, gender, health and development in West Africa in the 20th century. His dissertation 
research focuses on the history of nutrition and social services in Burkina Faso from the 1930s to the 1990s. 

 

Bryan Dougan, University of North Carolina he/him

  bdougan@live.unc.edu

Bryan Dougan is a seventh-year doctoral candidate at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in the 
Department of Anthropology. His research focuses on mental health care and psychiatry in Dar es Salaam, 
Tanzania in the context of global health and urban inequalities in postcolonial Africa. My aim, then, is to 
understand (1) how global attention to mental health shapes the provision of care for those with severe 
mental disorders; and (2) how historical and emerging inequalities in Dar es Salaam shape the experiences 
of care as patients and caregivers try to access and provide psychiatric care. He has received support from 
the Fulbright-Hays Doctoral Dissertation Research Abroad program and several Foreign Language and Area 
Studies (FLAS) grants to learn Swahili. Prior to beginning his doctoral studies, he received a master’s in 
public health from the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. 

Amaya Perez-Brumer, Division of Social and Behavioural Health Sciences, Dalla Lana School of 
Public Health, University of Toronto

  a.perezbrumer@utoronto.ca

I am interested in questions of justice and power in contemporary HIV biomedical prevention science. This 
submitted abstract for consideration builds on nine years of experience working inside HIV biomedical 
prevention studies in Lima, Peru as an epidemiologic analyst and 24 months of ethnography assessing the 
value of who gets counted and why in pre-exposure prophylaxis clinical trials. I graduated from Columbia 
University with a PhD in Sociomedical Sciences in 2019. Currently, I am an assistant professor at the 
University of Toronto, Dalla Lana School of Public Health, Division of Social and Behavioural Health Sciences.  

 

Jenn Fraser, University of Toronto she/her

  jenniferlindsey.fraser@mail.utoronto.ca   @JennFraser2

 https://hps.utoronto.ca/staff/jennifer-fraser/

Jennifer Fraser is an upper-year PhD candidate studying the history of medicine at the University of 
Toronto’s Institute for the History and Philosophy of Science and Technology. Her dissertation “The Cold War 
on Cancer: Inuit and the Canadian Epidemiological Imagination” charts the history of Arctic cancer research, 
focusing particularly on how, during the mid-late twentieth century, Inuit populations came to be seen by 

mailto:tbz2103@columbia.edu
https://history.columbia.edu/person/zuber-thomas/
mailto:bdougan@live.unc.edu
mailto:a.perezbrumer@utoronto.ca
mailto:jenniferlindsey.fraser@mail.utoronto.ca
https://hps.utoronto.ca/staff/jennifer-fraser/
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Canadian healthcare professionals as crucial sites of cancer knowledge production through which new 
etiological hypotheses could be tested, epidemiological methods perfected, and diagnostic technologies 
developed. Her research has been featured in the History of the Human Sciences (2015), the Canadian 
Medical Association Journal (2017), Nursing Clio (2019, 2020), Technology and Culture (forthcoming, 2021), 
Science and Context (forthcoming, 2021), and the Canadian Bulletin for the History of Medicine (forthcoming, 
2021). Prior to her studies at the University of Toronto, she worked in healthcare administration at the 
Canadian Partnership Against Cancer.

Michael Roellinghoff, Tokyo University he/him

  michael.roellinghoff@mail.u-tokyo.ac.jp

Dr. Michael Roellinghoff (he/him) is a Post-Doctoral Research Fellow at the University of Tokyo. His research 
focuses on the history of the Western-backed Japanese colonization of Hokkaido and its effects on the 
Indigenous Ainu people. He is currently working on a book project based on his doctoral research at the 
University of Toronto while engaged in supplementary research based around the question of “de-
indigenization”: colonial discourses and policies which imagine the Ainu as non-native to the space of their 
colonized homeland. He can be reached on Twitter at @m_roellinghoff.

Pablo Jadraque, University of La Laguna

  pablojadraque@yahoo.es

My name is Pablo Jadraque. I am a doctor and I have been trained as an expert in public health, preventive 
medicine and epidemiology, (the standard training for epidemiologists in Europe.) I work as an infection 
control practitioner at the General Hospital of La Palma in the Canary Islands (Spain) and I am applying as a 
Doctor of Philosophy of science with the thesis ‘What is Epidemiology?’. 

David Robertson, Princeton University

  davidjr@princeton.edu

 https://scholar.princeton.edu/davidrobertson/home

I am a sixth-year doctoral candidate in Princeton University’s History of Science Program. My dissertation 
explores the history of psychiatric epidemiology within the World Health Organization from the 1950s 
onward. The dissertation focuses on the standardization of psychiatric instruments and practices which 
accompanied efforts to count mental disorders globally in the postwar era. In 2013 I completed an MA thesis 
on the history of Australian ‘ethnopsychiatry’ at the University of Sydney. I am more broadly interested in 
the history of medicine, colonialism, and the human sciences. 

mailto:michael.roellinghoff@mail.u-tokyo.ac.jp
mailto:pablojadraque@yahoo.es
mailto:davidjr@princeton.edu
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Laura Newman, Kings College London she/her

  laura.1.newman@kcl.ac.uk   @laura_c_newman

 https://laura1newman.wixsite.com/lauranewman

Laura Newman is a historian of science and medicine, work, and education. She completed her PhD with 
King’s College London and the Science Museum in 2018. Her first monograph, Germs in the English 
Workplace, c.1880-1940, was published in 2021 with Routledge. She is currently a Postdoctoral Research 
Associate at King’s College London. 

Annukka Sailo, University of Oulu she/her

  annukka.sailo@oulu.fi

 https://www.oulu.fi/historyofscienceandideas/node/57171

PhD Annukka Sailo is a Postdoctoral researcher in the LIVES project (Lives over time: Birth cohort studies as 
a form of scientific knowledge-production, 2019–2021, Academy of Finland). Sailo gained her doctoral 
degree in history of science and ideas in 2020 (University of Oulu, Finland). Her dissertation Hierarchies, 
population control, war: Debating territorial aggression in behavioral sciences (1965–75) examined cross-
disciplinary research and debates on human aggression.

Graham Mooney, Johns Hopkins University

  gmooney3@jhmi.edu   @histgeoghealth

 https://hopkinshistoryofmedicine.org/people/graham-mooney-phd/

Tamara Giles-Vernick, Institut Pasteur

  tamara.giles-vernick@pasteur.fr   @GilesVernick

 https://research.pasteur.fr/en/member/tamara-giles-vernick/

Andrew Mendelsohn, Queen Mary University of London

  a.mendelsohn@qmul.ac.uk

 https://www.qmul.ac.uk/history/people/academic-staff/profiles/mendelsohnandrew.html
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